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ASA speaks on internet access
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Several officials gathered Wednesday at the Athens-Limestone County Public Library to greet members of the Alabama
Supercomputer Authority. ASA CEO Walter Overby spoke of the importance of having fast and reliable high-speed internet access in rural counties like Limestone. ASA helps monitor and make sure internet access is up and running at
many institutions like the library. The group also provides supercomputing power for outside projects like recent work
done by the University of Alabama in Huntsville on creating a COVID-19 vaccine. Among the visitors were Cary Hill,
ASA’s director of education and outreach, Sen. Tom Butler, R-Madison, Rep. Danny Crawford, R-Athens, and Athens
Mayor Ronnie Marks. Also pictured are members of the library staff, board of trustees and foundation.

Man indicted in sale of ‘homemade’ cancer drugs
BIRMINGHAM (AP) — An Alabama man has been indicted on
charges he manufactured homemade and untested cancer drugs
in his kitchen and marketed them
to “alternative-medicine doctors”
in the U.S., Mexico and elsewhere,
according to federal prosecutors.
Patrick Charles Bishop, 54, was
charged with conspiracy and nearly three-dozen other fraud-related counts in the purchase, manufacture and distribution of drug
products that were never been
reviewed or approved by federal regulators, the U.S. Attorney’s

Office for the Northern District of
Alabama announced Wednesday.
Prosecutors said Bishop claimed
the drugs, which contained a compound he purchased from a Chinese manufacturer, were effective
cancer treatments. He sold them
to holistic cancer treatment centers
and other clinics for use on patients, the U.S. Justice Department
said.
According to the indictment,
Bishop purchased the compound
for $600,000 and “repeatedly assured” the manufacturer he would
only use it for research purposes.

But prosecutors said that instead,
he and others used the ingredient
to make homemade suppositories
in nonsterile facilities such as his
kitchen in Birmingham, and at a
warehouse in Pelham.
Bishop was also charged with
fraudulently introducing adulterated drugs and misbranded drugs
into interstate commerce, fraudulently obtaining pre-retail medical
products, creating false documentation and knowingly possessing
and trafficking in pre-retail medical products obtained by fraud,
according to the indictment.
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